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         SURREAL  

An Immersive Media Lecture Series  

Dates: April 19, 20, 21  (14:00 -17:00 CET & SAST) 

ABOUT  
 

The University of Witwatersrand Film & Television and Film University  

Babelsberg KONRAD WOLF will host three Immersive Media & Interactive 

Storytelling experts for a lecture series on the innovations and opportunities 

in the immersive media industry.  

  

Surreal: An Immersive Media Lecture Series  

The Surreal immersive media lecture series is a three-day lecture series with 

immersive media experts based in New York, USA; London, UK and Geneva, 

Switzerland. The lecture series is under the theme of Surreal. Experiencing a virtual 

reality (VR) film and immersive media content, can be defined as having a “surreal” 

experience. The lecture series is designed to encourage students from both 
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institutions of higher education to embraces the “surreal” as they venture into this 

new cinematic genre of experiential storytelling. The students participating in the 

University of Witwatersrand and Filmuniversity Babelsberg Konrad Wolf 

collaborative virtual reality filmmaking project will be creating virtual reality (VR) 

films under the same theme.   

  

THE OPENING LECTURE of the series will take place  

virtually over Zoom and will be presented by Gilles Jobin and moderated by 

Tiisetso Dladla. Gilles Jobin will be presenting live from his studios in Geneva, 

Switzerland with his dancers, who will demonstrate their motion capture dances 

and the technologies that they have incorporated in their current virtual 

production, Virtual Crossings:   

“Virtual Crossings is an international digital project aiming at 

connecting simultaneously clusters of artists to collaborate 

remotely on digital and movement related art projects and 

research.   

At a time when travel restrictions have become a norm it makes 

sense to study new virtual spaces and create a pipeline of 

production and remote collaboration between “clusters” of 
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artists and technicians involving movement, motion capture and 

digital arts. Cie Gilles Jobin wishes to share its expertise, tools 

and skills, based on movement and immersive technologies and 

learn from collaborations.   

  

The aim of Virtual Crossings is to create accessible artistic and 

technical virtual collaborations to promote creation and 

research between digital artists and developers  from different 

parts of the world and with similar creative interests.  

Virtual Crossings Buenos Aires-Geneva offers gather, in a 
virtual space, two dancers in Buenos Aires and a dancer in 
Geneva in the studio of Cie Gilles Jobin.  
  

Thanks to the animation of each performer’s avatars and 
realtime motion capture techniques, they connect and dance 
together, in the same virtual space, in real time, even if they 
are separated by thousands of kilometers. This first project 
made it possible to consolidate the link between the Argentinian  
“cluster” and the Swiss “cluster”.”  
  

This exploration between the different aspects of movement in 
virtual and real spaces resulted in a public show at the Cultural 
San Martin during the Noviembre Electronico 2020 , as a video 
projection installation on two screens, set behind the 
Argentinian dancers, who dance in real time and connected to 
our dancer in our Geneva studios and a second public show in 
February 2021 during the Festival Internacional de los artes de  

Buenos Aires (FIBA).”1  
  

Gilles Jobin will present on his Augmented Reality (AR) piece Dance Trail and his 
VR installation piece VR_I, which is the most widely distributed VR installation 
piece in the world.  
  

https://www.facebook.com/elculturalsanmartin/photos/pcb.3408046009249194/3408045419249253/
https://www.facebook.com/elculturalsanmartin/photos/pcb.3408046009249194/3408045419249253/
https://www.facebook.com/elculturalsanmartin/photos/pcb.3408046009249194/3408045419249253/
https://www.facebook.com/elculturalsanmartin/photos/pcb.3408046009249194/3408045419249253/
https://www.facebook.com/elculturalsanmartin/photos/pcb.3408046009249194/3408045419249253/
https://www.facebook.com/elculturalsanmartin/photos/pcb.3408046009249194/3408045419249253/
https://www.facebook.com/elculturalsanmartin/photos/pcb.3408046009249194/3408045419249253/
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“VR_I is a virtual reality dance piece in which five spectators are 

immersed together and in real time in various, disturbingly 
strange locations. Thanks to immersive technology, the users, 
represented in the form of avatars, can interact with their 
teammates with an unprecedented fluidity of movement, while 
virtual dancers, at times giant or tiny, move around them… 
Stunning, unique, social and contemplative, the dance piece 
addresses our perception of reality and explores new, 
unchartered and innovative territories for contemporary dance.  
  

A true success story that combines art with creative technology,  
VR_I is not only an innovative dance piece, it is also the most 
widely distributed VR installation in the world,  
enjoying popularity well beyond the usual circle of 
contemporary dance.        
  

More than 15,000 spectators have now experienced  VR_I in 
nearly 40 cities on 4 continents, including Asia: in 2019, Cie 
Gilles Jobin's “Giants” toured for more than a month in Tokyo,  

Seoul, Shanghai and Singapore.”2  

  

THE SECOND LECTURE in the series will be presented  

by Winslow Porter and moderated by Tiisetso Dladla. Winslow Porter will be 
presenting his award winning VR installation called Tree virtually from within his 
virtual reality piece:  
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““This virtual-reality project transforms you into a rainforest 

tree. With your arms as branches and your body as the trunk, 
you’ll experience the tree’s growth from a seedling into its fullest 
form and witness its fate firsthand.3   

The goal of the project is to reflect on the rapid pace of rainforest 
loss, and the implications of virtual documentation of an 
environment we’re losing. Users receive a real kapok tree seed to 
plant before they put on a headset.  

Filmmakers Milica Zec and Winslow Porter collaborated with Xin 
Liu and Yedan Qien, researchers from the Fluid Interfaces group 
at the MIT Media Lab, who designed and built the haptic 
experience, augmenting virtuality with physical stimuli. They 
used Subpac “a pair of customized vibration oversleeves with six 
local points and a vibrating floor powered by four based 
transducers” as they describe in their website. That tactile 
element is combined with bass audio integrated into different 
parts of the user’s body, an air mover and heaters so they could 
feel “the disturbance of a forest fire as well as a bird landing on a 

branch.”4”  
  

Winslow Porter will also present on his award winning virtual reality film Giant, a 
cinematic VR film based on real events:  
  

https://www.media.mit.edu/projects/tree/overview/
https://www.media.mit.edu/projects/tree/overview/
https://www.media.mit.edu/projects/tree/overview/
https://www.media.mit.edu/projects/tree/overview/
https://www.media.mit.edu/projects/tree/overview/
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“Trapped in an active war-zone, two parents struggle to distract 

their young daughter by inventing a fantastical tale. Inspired by 
real events, this immersive virtual-reality experience transports 
the viewer into the family's makeshift basement shelter. The 
parents' fairytale intensifies as bomb-blasts draw closer and 

closer...5”  

THE CLOSING LECTURE in the series will be presented  

by Tupac Martir and moderated by Christian Möller. Tupac Martir will be 
presenting on his award winning VR installation piece Cosmos Within Us that gives 
its audience that opportunity to experience the devastation of Alzheimer’s Disease:  
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“This story draws us inside the mind of Aiken, a 60-year-old man 

desperately trying to hold on to his childhood memories. Aiken 
suffers from Alzheimer’s - and his struggle is one against a 
dwindling mind, against time, against final loss.  

Cosmos Within Us is a unique technological story-telling 
experiment which blurs the boundaries between VR and 
performance. Through a combination of state-of-the-art tech, 
immersive soundscapes, scent and touch, the piece explores the 
intricate connection between memory and the senses.  

As Aiken wanders through the spaces of his past, they shape-shift 
as if in a state of constant re-construction inside his fragmented 
brain. He re-lives time spent during summer holidays with his 
beloved little sister, Lily, and meaningful family moments - but 
those fond memories feel tainted. There is something at the very 
back of his consciousness, concealed in oblivion, waiting to be 
relived and re-felt. This is the one memory he’s trying to forget.  

Alzheimer's does not discriminate. This piece was created to 
deliver a sense of hope and understanding to anyone affected by 
this very common and devastating disease. With advancements in 
VR, we strive to remember the forgotten. After all, Memory is all 

We Are. 6”  

  

Cosmos Within Us is the winner of the Spirit of Raindance Award and received the 

following accolades: Halo Award - Creative Accomplishment; PGA Innovation Award 

Nominee and a World Premiere at the Venice Film Festival.  

  
References:   

1. https://www.gillesjobin.com/en/creations/virtual-crossings/  
2. https://www.gillesjobin.com/en/creation/vr_i-immersive-vr/  
3. https://www.treeofficial.com/  
4. https://docubase.mit.edu/project/tree/  
5. http://giantofficial.com/#about  
6. https://www.a-bahn.com/projects/cosmos-within-us  

  

https://www.gillesjobin.com/en/creation/vr_i-immersive-vr/
https://www.gillesjobin.com/en/creation/vr_i-immersive-vr/
https://www.gillesjobin.com/en/creation/vr_i-immersive-vr/
https://www.gillesjobin.com/en/creation/vr_i-immersive-vr/
https://www.gillesjobin.com/en/creation/vr_i-immersive-vr/
https://www.gillesjobin.com/en/creation/vr_i-immersive-vr/
https://www.treeofficial.com/
https://www.treeofficial.com/
https://docubase.mit.edu/project/tree/
https://docubase.mit.edu/project/tree/
http://giantofficial.com/#about
http://giantofficial.com/#about
https://www.a-bahn.com/projects/cosmos-within-us
https://www.a-bahn.com/projects/cosmos-within-us
https://www.a-bahn.com/projects/cosmos-within-us
https://www.a-bahn.com/projects/cosmos-within-us
https://www.a-bahn.com/projects/cosmos-within-us
https://www.a-bahn.com/projects/cosmos-within-us
https://www.a-bahn.com/projects/cosmos-within-us
https://www.a-bahn.com/projects/cosmos-within-us
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GILLES JOBIN 

 

Artistic Director /Producer/Choreographer/Dancer 

 
Gilles Jobin has been internationally recognized since his first 

choreography for three dancers  A + B = X, which  he created in 1997 

at the Arsenic in Lausanne , and which will be presented at the 

Montpellier Danse Festival two years later. In 1999, he 

produced  Braindance  which opened the 2000-2001 season of 

the Théâtre de la Ville in Paris. His radical artistic orientation and his 

international recognition make him one of the forerunners of a new 

generation of European choreographers. Another quintet,  The 

Moebius Strip , premiered in Paris at the Théâtre de la Ville in 2001. 

 

In 2002, he created Under Construction at the Schaubühnefrom Berlin.In 2003, Gilles Jobin surprised again by 

accepting a commission from the Ballet du Grand Théâtre de Genève , for which he created Two-thousand-and-

three , a piece for twenty-one dancers. In 2004, he created Delicado  for the Ballet Gulbenkian and, in 2005, he 

created Steak House  at the Arsenic in Lausanne after returning to settle in Switzerland. In 2006, he became associate 

artist of Bonlieu Scène nationale d'Annecy in France where he created all of his following productions until 

2011: Double Deux  (2006), Text to speech (2008), Black Swan (2009) and Le Chanon Missant - The Missing link(2010) 

and Spider Galaxies (2011) - a piece in which he redefines movement using an imposing iconographic database. 

 

In 2011, he took over A + B = X with new performers. At the end of that same year, and following a proposal for 

collaboration from David Greilsammer with the Geneva Chamber Orchestra , he created his first piece on existing 

music. A trio danced in the presence of a string septet who performs live Shaker Loops by John Adams , premiered 

at La Gaîté lyrique in Paris and premiered at the BFM in Geneva for the opening of the season of L'OCG. 

 

In March 2012, he became the first winner of the Collide @ CERN-Geneva prize, in the dance and performance 

category, for his proposal to explore through dance the interactions and the relationship between mind and body, 

within the largest particle physics laboratory in the world. 

In 2013, he created Protokids at the La Bâtie festival in Geneva for nine young dancers from Cie Virevolte Manon 

Hotte . He also produced Quantum , a piece for six dancers. The creation received support from the Fondation 

d'entreprise Hermès as part of its New Settings program for the collaboration between Gilles Jobin and visual 

artist Julius von Bismarck , including the installation  Versuch Unter Kreisen serves as a luminous and scenographic 

device. 

 

In 2015, Gilles Jobin received the Swiss Grand Prix for Dance 2015 for his contribution to the development of 

contemporary dance. Federal Councilor Alain Berset presents him with the distinction at the Equilibre theater in 

Friborg. By rewarding Gilles Jobin on the recommendation of the Federal Dance Jury, the Federal Office of Culture 

(OFC) recognizes “a Swiss choreographer who for twenty years has marked contemporary dance with its radicalism 

and revolutionized it far beyond borders. from the country ". 

 

https://arsenic.ch/
https://www.montpellierdanse.com/
https://www.montpellierdanse.com/
https://www.theatredelaville-paris.com/fr
https://www.schaubuehne.de/
https://www.gtg.ch/
https://bonlieu-annecy.com/
https://www.locg.ch/
http://www.earbox.com/
https://gaite-lyrique.net/
https://www.bfm.ch/
https://home.cern/fr/news/press-release/general-cern/first-laureate-collidecern-geneva-prize-announced
https://www.batie.ch/fr/
http://manonhotte.ch/fr/cie-virevolte-home
http://manonhotte.ch/fr/cie-virevolte-home
https://www.fondationdentreprisehermes.org/fr
https://www.fondationdentreprisehermes.org/fr
http://juliusvonbismarck.com/bank/index.php
https://www.bak.admin.ch/bak/fr/home/actualites/archives-des-actualites/actualites-2015/gilles-jobin-recoit-le-grand-prix-de-danse-2015.html
https://www.edi.admin.ch/edi/fr/home/le-dfi/bienvenue/conseiller-federal-alain-berset.html
https://www.equilibre-nuithonie.ch/fr/
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In 2016, Gilles Jobin created his first duo, Força Forte , alongside the emblematic dancer of the company Susana 

Panadés Diaz. He also directed WOMB (3D), a stereoscopic choreographic film, with the help of Sylvie 

Fleury (sets), Franz Treichler (music) and Jean-Paul Lespagnard (costumes). In addition to his own creations, Gilles 

Jobin has made his company and Studios 44 a pioneering place for the professional training of the dancer, the 

recognition of contemporary dance in Switzerland and the stimulation of international exchanges through numerous 

initiatives: daily training of the dancer , educational actions, workshops, artist residencies, as well as projects with 

countries of the South, particularly in Africa and Latin America. 

 

From this moment, Gilles Jobin confirms the digital orientation  of his company, in particular with the creation 

of  VR_I in 2017, the first contemporary dance show in immersive virtual reality. The company continues its work in 

step with technological innovations with the same creative team and the same dancers by producing  Magic 

Window  (2019) and  Dance Trail  (2020), two pieces in augmented reality.  

 

Thanks to specific funding from  Loterie Romande  linked to the move to the new building, the co-management of 

the  Comédie de Genève , NKDM ( Natacha Koutchoumov  and  Denis Maillefer) mandate in 2018 the Cie Gilles Jobin 

to produce a 3D model of its new theater under construction and whose inauguration is scheduled for fall 2020. 

Gilles Jobin and his team will offer  the Virtual Comedy , a multi-user VR experience which will allow the public to visit 

in VR the new building of Eaux-Vives in full effervescence, even though it has not yet been inaugurated. The modeling 

is carried out during the course of 2019 and early 2020 while all the motion capture is carried out in the Cie studios 

thanks to the new motion capture equipment. Gilles Jobin will offer a multi-user, real-time show,  the Virtual Comedy 

- live show,  which will be selected in competition at the77th edition of the Venice Biennale , in September 2020. 

 

http://www.sylviefleury.com/
http://www.sylviefleury.com/
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franz_Treichler
https://extra-ordinaire.be/
https://www.loro.ch/fr
https://www.comedie.ch/?gclid=CjwKCAjwrKr8BRB_EiwA7eFaptRdwkRoijEa6XWJnw5EbKFg9IPvQE928IvjKiEJHgNUXpep7AqcShoCdv4QAvD_BwE
https://www.labiennale.org/en/cinema/2020/venice-vr-expanded
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Winslow Porter 
Director/Producer/Creative Technologist 
 

Winslow Porter is a Brooklyn based director, producer and creative 

technologist specializing in virtual reality and large-scale immersive 

installations. Winslow has always been fascinated with the possibilities of how 

the intersection of art and technology can elevate storytelling. Starting out as a 

commercial film and video editor, he pivoted to interactive music for modern 

dance and art/tech after graduating from NYU Tisch’s Interactive 

Telecommunications Program (ITP) in 2010. With over six years of experiential 

work under his belt, he has helped create interactive art experiences for Google, Delta, Diesel and Wired to name a few. 

Winslow also produced the Tribeca Film Festival Transmedia Award-winning documentary CLOUDS, among other 

acclaimed new media projects. 

Winslow formed studio New Reality Company with Milica Zec in 2016, creating both Giant and Tree, and continues 

consulting on dozens of interactive/immersive projects with notable creatives and brands. Tree received a range of awards 

including the Games For Change Award for Most Innovative, Webby P E O P L E ’s Voice award for VR: Interactive, Game or 

Real-Time, and a Lumiere Award for Best VR Location Based Short. Winslow is a creative director specializing in AR/VR at 

R/GA’s Prototype Studio, a world-renowned digital studio and interactive advertising agency. He and Zec are AR/VR artists 

in residence at Technicolor Experience Center, an immersive hub in Los Angeles. Previously they were both named 

designers in residence at A/D/O, a design center in Greenpoint Brooklyn; the two were selected to Adweek’s Top 100 

creatives as two of only twelve digital innovators. Winslow is a Cultural Leader at World Economic Forum in both Tianjin 

(2018) and Davos (2019), where New Reality Company showed Tree to world leaders including Sheikh Hamdan, the Crown  

Prince of the UAE and Madame Christine Lagarde, former Managing Director of IMF; Tree was then respectively invited to 

World Government Summit 2019 in Dubai and IMF Spring Meetings 2019 in Washington D.C. 

Winslow has spoken on panels and given keynotes at leading universities and institutions around the world, including Johns 

Hopkins, NYU, Columbia University, MIT, Emerson College, Carnegie Mellon, Cannes Film Festival, Microsoft, Nvidia, 

Siggraph and given masterclasses for major networks including A&E, Disney and ABC News. Winslow is a 2018 and 2019 

New Inc Mentor. 

https://www.onassis.org/foundation/people
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TUPAC MARTIR  
CREATIVE DIRECTOR/MULTIMEDIA ARTIST 

 
Tupac Martir is a creative director and multimedia 

artist, known for pushing the limits to conceptualize 

and execute iconic events in the fashion, art & music 

industry.  

Described by Vogue as "the visual artist and director behind some of the most important events in the 
world," Tupac is the founder and creative director of the multidisciplinary Satore Studio. His work spans 
the fields of technology, lighting, projection and video, sound design, music, and composition, as well as 
choreography and costumes.  

He has provided production design, visuals and lighting direction for the likes of  

Elton John, Beyoncé, Danny Boyle, the Coachella Music Arts Festival and Serpentine Gallery. Tupac is 
renowned within the fashion industry and has worked on ground-breaking shows for Alexander McQueen, 
Moschino, Alexander Wang, and Thomas Tait, among others.  

 

More recently, Tupac directed and produced Cosmos Within Us, a performative reality piece that debuted 
at the Venice Film Festival and won the Spirit of Raindance Award at the Raindance London Film Festival 
and VR Days “Halo Award”.  

As an international speaker, Tupac takes on challenging questions of integrating humanity to tech and 
protopian society models disrupting the dystopian narrative about technology. At industry events, he 
shares his experience in conceiving immersive media works while building lateral, sustainable and 
multidisciplinary teams and workflows across time zones and projects. 

https://satorestudio.com/
https://satorestudio.com/
https://vimeo.com/367299986
https://vimeo.com/367299986
https://www.labiennale.org/en/cinema/2019/venice-virtual-reality/cosmos-within-us
https://www.labiennale.org/en/cinema/2019/venice-virtual-reality/cosmos-within-us
https://www.raindance.org/raindance-immersive-award-winners-presented-by-bose/
https://www.raindance.org/raindance-immersive-award-winners-presented-by-bose/
https://www.raindance.org/raindance-immersive-award-winners-presented-by-bose/
https://www.raindance.org/raindance-immersive-award-winners-presented-by-bose/
https://www.raindance.org/raindance-immersive-award-winners-presented-by-bose/
https://vrdays.co/program/lustrum-dinner/halo-awards/
https://vrdays.co/program/lustrum-dinner/halo-awards/
https://vrdays.co/program/lustrum-dinner/halo-awards/
https://vrdays.co/program/lustrum-dinner/halo-awards/
https://vrdays.co/program/lustrum-dinner/halo-awards/
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